ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

1
Evacuation surveys are prepared and conducted to understand the variables that affect evacuee 2 decision. Accordingly, evacuation specific demand estimation models are developed. 3 Functionality and effectiveness of the developed evacuee decision model are highly dependent 4 on the availability of important/significant variables. One way to identify these variables is to use 5 modeling output and significance levels. However, this lacks ranking variables or recognizing 6 the redundant ones. In order to develop more effective models, there is a need for methodologies 7 that will help avoid interdependency or redundancy in the decision model. In this respect, 8 determination of most influential variables can help devise more effective decision models. 9 Meanwhile, the type of threat may trigger different evacuation scenarios/conditions. 10 Advance notice disasters such as hurricane or tsunamis follow distinct evacuation patterns 11 compared to no-notice disasters such as nuclear power plant or man-made disasters. Thus, 12 transferability of behavioral findings across disasters and regions are questionable. The set of 13 significant factors derived from survey for a particular disaster may not satisfy the input needs 14 for another disaster. Generally, surveys have considerable costs and it may not feasible to 15 conduct multiple or long surveys. Utilizing a single survey to make inferences about multiple 16 disaster types can be crucial. Determining the behavioral variables based on importance and 17 commonality across disasters can provide useful guidelines for practitioners while preparing the 18 survey questions. If the influential factors are identified, the most relevant and most necessary 19 questions can be asked in the survey. The shorter the completion time, the respondents become 20 more willing to participate to a survey and higher response rates can be achieved. Moreover, 21 discarding irrelevant or redundant information also may help to reduce the risk of over-fitting of 22 the models developed from the survey data. 23 The general set of variables that affect evacuation decision has been reported in the 24 literature based on various surveys. However, these surveys were not necessarily conducted at 25 the same/similar regions or did not cover multiple threats within the same sample. In this respect, 26 Urban Areas Security Initiative (UASI) Regional Evacuation Planning Study survey provides a 27 unique opportunity: investigation of evacuation behavior in an urban area within the same survey the method and to demonstrate how it conforms to the traditional methods, logistic regression 43 models were also estimated using the same dataset. Last, the variables were discussed in terms of 44 their influences across disasters and implications on evacuation studies were elaborated. • Storm-specific threat factor 9 Baker states that parameters that are expected to have an impact on evacuation decision may 10 prove to be poor at predicting evacuee responses. Similarly, Whitehead et al. (3) discuss that the 11 surveys conducted at the same region can identify different parameters as significant. Hasan et 12 al. (4) study the transferability of evacuation choice models using multiple data sources. They 13 conclude that the parameters of the evacuation choice models can be transferred in between 14 different populations. However, they also emphasize that region-specific parameters and 15 constants should be updated before transferring.
16
Literature cites a wide range of variables that affect hurricane evacuee behavior such as 17 age (5), gender (3, 5), education (3, 6), income (5, 6), past experience (7, 8), flood risk (2, 3, 6, 9, 18 10), personal risk perception (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11), mobile housing (2, 3, 6, 10) , length of 19 residence (5, 11), dissemination of orders (2, 9,11), false alarms (7, 11), pet ownership (3, 6) , 20 presence of elderly or child (7, 11, 12) , storm properties (e.g., intensity, speed) (2, 6, 10), time of 21 day (10), race or cultural background (3, 6, 11) (Please see (13) for a more detailed review).
22
Whether or to what extent these variables are valid for other threat types are questionable.
23
Murray-Tuite and Wolshon (14) provide a comprehensive review of evacuation models. They 24 also list the studies and corresponding behavioral factors in the literature that are found to be 25 significant for various disaster types. For the purposes of the current study, the significant 26 variables across disaster types rather than the corresponding studies are summarized in Table 1 . 27 As shown in Table 1 , some variables are found to be significant for several disaster types.
28
Significance count column in Table 1 gives the number of studies that a particular factor is found 29 as significant, and factors that are cited for more than three different disaster types are marked as 30 bold-italic. On one hand, Table 1 suggests that transferability of some behavioral factors across-31 disasters is possible. On the other hand, whether a variable's level of influence on evacuee 32 behavior is also valid for another disaster is not certain. In this respect, the current paper aims to 33 rank the influence of the same set of factors for different disasters. Meanwhile, the evacuee 34 behavior models are strongly dependent on the study region and the sample. As the evacuee 35 behavior literature is heavy with hurricane related studies, the surveys mostly cover coastal 36 regions. The current study also provides a comparison for the factors related to evacuee behavior 37 for a highly urbanized area. For this study, let X be a random variables with discrete values such as education level 3 variable in the survey, then entropy H(X) can be defined as:
is probability density function of education level. Equation 2 Shannon's entropy, a deterministic variable has no entropy as nothing is required to describe it. 7 Suppose we have another variable Y from the survey such as income in addition to education
The conditional entropy describes the reduction in uncertainty when one of the variables is 10 known. Assume income is given, and then the conditional entropy ( , ) H X Y of education level 11 with respect to income is can be written as: conditionally on preparedness can be written as: (
In the above scheme, the algorithm is initialized by picking the feature which maximizes mutual 
Coding of Survey Responses
20
For the analysis, the decision to evacuate (as "very likely", "somewhat likely", "not very likely", 21
and "very unlikely") is treated as the dependent variable. Then, the decision variable is given a 22 value of 1 if the response is "very likely" or "somewhat likely" and 0 otherwise. As can be seen 23 in The above variables other than prior experience are mostly available through existing 10 databases such as census, and some can be calculated based on the threat type and government 11 action (e.g. distance, evacuation order). This fact can be useful for emergency planners when the 12 existence of an evacuation survey for a study area is not readily available. Table 4 shows the modeling results with significance levels of variables as well as the 29 corresponding rankings calculated from the feature selection method. As shown in Table 4 , the top-4 ranking variables for the hurricane scenario are listed as 1 significant at the 5% level of significance in the decision model. In addition to this variables, 2 preparedness variables is also significant at 5% level. Income (#5), pet (#7), gender (#9) 3 variables are found to be significant at 10% level. 4 Similarly, for industrial accident scenario, the top-4 ranking variables are found to be 5 significant at the 5% level as well as risk perception (#6). On the other hand, prior experience 6 (#5) and vehicles (#8) are found to be significant at 10% level. 7 For dirty bomb attack scenario, the top-5 ranking variables are listed as significant at 5% 8 level. Interestingly, these are the only significant variables for 5% and 10% significant variables 9 for this scenario.
10
For improvised nuclear device scenario, distance (#1), marital status (#2), and income 11 (#4) are significant at 5% level. Residency (#3) variable is found to be significant at 10% level 12 along with order (#9). helping to decide which variables should remain in the model).
25 26
FURTHER IMPLICATIONS OF THE FEATURE SELECTION METHOD AND
27
VARIABLE RANKING
28
The discussion so far focuses on the use of feature selection and variable ranking in the evacuee it is difficult and/or not feasible to include all these factors in a single survey. Even if they can all 36 be included in a survey, the response rates are more likely to decrease as the survey gets longer.
37
Hence, it is important to get the most crucial information by asking the smallest number of 38 questions. Moreover, considering possible set of disaster threats, it is preferable that an evacuee 39 behavior survey can be used to support decision models for multiple threat types. The variable 40 ranking can help identify the "influence potentials" of each variable for different disasters and 41 provide a guideline while preparing the survey.
42
For example, the variable rankings show that effect of "distance", "race", "type of 43 residency", and "preparedness" variables have influence over at least three of the four disaster 44 types in the survey. The questions about these factors should be more detailed in a survey 45 devised for multiple threats so that their relationship with evacuation decision can be better identified. Similarly, consistently low ranked variables can be assigned as the first candidates to 1 discard due to any time/survey length constraint, or they can be replaced by questions that can 2 potentially have higher influence on evacuee decision, e.g. social networks, interaction with the 3 neighbors, cultural ties. 4 Besides the aforementioned potential use of variable ranking, the 5 discrepancies/similarities between rankings across disasters can also provide insights into the 6 evacuee behavior. Below, some variables are selected for further discussion and elaborated based 7 on the current paper's results and the literature review.
9
Distance 10 "Distance to the threat" is found to be a factor ranks top-5 for three of the four disaster types. practitioners can prepare more efficient surveys to gather data which will complement the 26 existing surveys/data and also use publicly available data as auxiliary data sources. In brief, the 27 practitioners can be advised to prepare a detailed inventory of existing data sources before an 28 evacuee behavior study, to identify the "holes" in the required knowledge, and to utilize the 29 survey to gather more targeted information.
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